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GAMIFICATION
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Games makes life fun! 
Regardless of the type of app, you can strategically use 
gamified experiences to engage, retain, and delight users. 
Adding mobile location opens a world of possibility for 
games of all kinds.

Gamification is perfect for:
  - Dr  - Driving foot tra c
  - Increasing store revenue
  - First-party customer data
  - Engagement 
  - Loyalty

Use the idUse the ideas in this guide as a muse to help you create your 
own, uniquely branded experiences that your customers will 
love. 
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Greet customers with a “Spin to Win” 
game. Upon entry to your store, 
customers can spin a prize wheel on 
your app where they win exclusive 
discounts on their favorite items or 
bonus loyalty points.

ItIt's not just for gaming. Add 
augmented reality (AR) to your app 
for enhanced customer interactions 
at designated locations. For 
example, add AR artwork to your 
storefront.

TTake your app users on a next-level 
AR scavenger hunt. When a user 
enters designated geofences, they 
see the augmented reality for that 
location to find the treasure.

SPIN TO WIN AT 
THE STORE

AR FOR YOUR 
APP

AR SCAVENGER 
HUNT 
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X MARKS THE SPOT

GO ON A QUEST

BRAGGING RIGHTS ON SOCIAL
 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/deloitte-review/issue-11/the-engagement-economy-how-gamification-is-reshaping-businesses.html
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Help your users keep it real by 
distinguishing authentic social posts 
and pictures. Verify a user’s location 
and grant a verified “I was here” tag. 
No doctored photos or fake 
check-ins.

KKeep your app interesting with time 
- & location-based games. Users 
must visit certain places within a 
specified time-frame to earn 
rewards or advance to the next 
level. 

PPromote wellness by rewarding 
users with points when they spend 
time at a park or running trail. Then, 
grant a reward such as a discount to 
an outdoor/fitness store or smoothie.

Unlock tiUnlock tiers within your app as users 
complete 5 or more location-based 
activities. Or reward users with a 
discount toward their next purchase.

“I-WAS-HERE” 
STICKER

WHEN & WHERE  
GAMES

WELLNESS 
REWARDS
 

LEVEL-UPLEVEL-UP WITH 
LOCATIONS
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Send a push notification to remind nearby customers to get their workout in at the 
gym. Reward consistency (time of day, number of days, etc.) by granting new 
levels when app users workout a certain number of days in a row.

Gamify healthy lunch options by allowing app users to earn a badge when they 
visit a salad bar at least 3 times within a week. Or, apply similar concept to any 
other type of activities. 

AirlinAirlines and travel apps can help travelers discover new cities by o ering a 
real-world treasure hunt. App users get clues and then discover the “treasure” - 
whether tidbit of history, special o er, badge, etc. - when they physically arrive 
at a specified location - e.g. iconic building, park bench, or cafe.

Engage users with a city-wide beer crawl. Gain bragging rights for not just 
visiting any ole’ bar, but also use these locations to unlock “in-the-know” 
watering holes. Or, apply a similar concept to other types of “crawls”. 

WORKOUTS MADE FUN

SALAD BAR BADGES

DESTINATION TREASURE HUNT

BEER CRAWL 

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/gamification-market
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15INTERNATIONAL QUEST

ELEVATE KIDS’ 
JOURNEY WHILE   
TRAVELING

SELF-GUIDED 
TOURS
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18Whether it’s a flash mob or a meet-up, gamify the experience on-site. Create 
location-based activities that are great group or team oriented challenges.

Make exercise entertaining with park-based fitness routines. Users can unlock 
specific routines at dierent locations and get rewarded for spending at least 30 
minutes at a park for 3 (or more) days a week.

WWow users with interactive celebrities, AR characters, or mascots at designated 
locations. Your AR can welcome customers, say hello, give pep talks, provide 
clues and more.

LOCATION BREEDS COMPETITION

PARK BASED FITNESS

LEVERAGE YOUR ENDORSEMENTS 
ON MOBILE



WHAT’S 
NEXT?
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